
Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
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From: Battaglia, Charles, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25,2005 2:24 PM 
To: Wynne, Michael, Hon, OSD-ATL; Grone, Philip, Mr, OSD-ATL 
Cc: Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: Information Not Received 

Mike, Phil: The below is the latest list of items that we expect and have requested but have not yet received as of 10 AM 
today, May 2Sh. L 

I COBRA Program Application itself - to enable us to make COBRA runslscenarios- 
. p f / (  i 

Minutes from JCSG and Service "Executive Groups" % i J &- &p 
' i  1 1 ,  
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Minutes from OSD "Steering" and "Executive" Groups )( ,dU . 
, 
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Decision Memos and records of decision from Service and JCSG Executive Groups X Id1 + >' 
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Economic Back-up data %, :, ,.'J 
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Environmental Back-up data )< 

Data Calls for each Service and JCS Group * - - CLASSIFICATION ISSUE NOTED - BUT WE NEED ASAP r( 

Capacity Analysis data for each Service and JCS Group * - - CLASSIFICATION ISSUE NOTED - BUT WE NEED 
ASAP 

(* Note: some of the "Justification Books" contain parts of this information as applied to specific recommendations - but we 
still need the overall data to validate capacity and military value.) 

We are well past the statutory date for receiving this and it is becoming a serious issue for the Commission. The 
Congressional delegations are not receiving it and looking to the Commission to shake it loose. We can 
appreciate your security concerns and wonder - as many Hill staffers - why this issue was not worked in advance. 
Also, you will note that we have not received the COBRA Program Application which would allow us to make 
COBRA runs. Why is that classified? 
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I would appreciate it if you would give me a firm date as to when we will receive all. ,A k' 
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